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IMPROVING RECORD IDENTIFICATION USING RECORD NUMBERS


















































































































































less than 8 bytes
Set P rev End OFFSET
Set P rev End Offset to 
offset val
Set Cur Start C lean
Is the current records






Set Cur Start OFFSET
Set Cur Start Offset to 
offset val
Set Prev End CLEAN
Set Cur Start DIRTY
Set P rev End DIRTY




























of the 27 0x00's
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Set End to OFFSET
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UTF8 text
Calculate offset













Set End to OFFSET
Set data length to
end of third long
Set End to Clean
Set End to DIRTY
Set End offset 
to 4
Set End offset 
to 8
Set End offset 
to 12
Figure 3. ­ Long Message Verification Algorithm

























































Ideas for  techniques to analyse numbered and time stamped data are being formulated as   topics for further 
research. While this is secondary to the purpose of generating logfiles that are useful forensically, it can be 
considered that as the reason the logfile extractor has been created is to improve the forensic analysis of the 
logfiles, this type of research could be relevant the project and could be undertaken to improve the body of 
knowledge that should be associated with a program such as this. 
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